
Town of Middlebury
Energy Committee Meeting Minutes

Wednesday, April 13, 2016

Present: Jason Kaye, Laura Asermily, Chris Robbins, Howard Widelitz, RJ Adler, Ross Conrad, 
Jono Chapin, Diane Munroe. Absent: Jeremy Rathbun

Jason convened the meeting at 8:15 am. 

Minutes

A motion to approve the minutes from the committee's March 9, 2016 meeting was moved by 
Jono and seconded by RJ. The motion passed with 7 in favor and 2 absent.

Membership Change

Jono informed the committee that he will not be seeking re-appointment to the Energy 
Committee for 2016 due to time constraints and other personal matters. The committee thanked
Jono for his efforts over the years, and we look forward to his contributions in the future.

Town Plan Review Process - Step 1: Visioning

The committee undertook our first step of reviewing the Energy Section of the Town Plan - an 
hour-long "visioning" session to brainstorm long-term goals and values regarding Middlebury 
and Energy. Below are some notes captured from our focused and thoughtful discussion.

Howard: Help attain the state goals - bring them to the town level.
Laura: Move toward a town that is healthy, safe and affordable, with ample affordable housing 
that is fossil fuel free, and with fossil fuel free mobility options.
Ross: The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) says the world should cut 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions 40% by 2035. A first step should be to not build any more fossil
fuel infrastructure. Additionally, use building codes, transportation, efficiency, and develop a 
closed waste cycle.
Jono: Communication is most important. Articles in the paper, demonstration projects, build on 
momentum. 
Ross: Have projects that people can do themselves - that makes them feel empowered.
RJ: Create a path of least resistance to what we want to accomplish. Get people to want to do 
it, or make it the cheapest option.
Diane: Make more use of the Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) program. Take 
advantage of existing incentives.
Chris: Continue some of the projects we have done before such as the home energy challenge 
(esp. for 19th century houses) and low-carbon diet. 
RJ: National Bank of Middlebury offers loans for weatherization. (Laura mentioned it's hard for 
people without enough income to qualify for loans.)
Jason: Focus on root causes. Foster a deeper understanding of the problem; it's not just CO2 
in the atmosphere. Look for equitable, empowering solutions.
Laura: Suggested that the Town expand the public safety committee to become the health and 
safety committee.
Chris: Promote connectivity and walkability in the buildout of the town.
Laura: Focus on economic development, outreach to businesses.
Diane: Reinvest savings from energy projects into more energy projects.
Ross: Co-own the Middlebury falls hydro project to provide low-cost electricity, which would be 
good for businesses.
RJ: Adopt a building code calling for net-zero buildings.
Chris: Continue to educate builders on the state energy code.

Jason summarized the key words and values that were inherent in the committee's priorities: 
just, equitable, empowering, science-driven, healthy, safe, affordable, rapid, strategic, 
communication, leadership, cultural change.



Strategic actions should focus on those areas most in need of improvement. For example, in old
buildings that have rental apartments, if tenants pay utilities, landlords have little incentive to 
weatherize. We could let tenants know that Neighborworks has a free weatherization program 
that they can apply for.

We could also focus on the town buildings and infrastructure (pumps, vehicles etc.) that use the 
most energy. Laura said she has seen the electric bills from Green Mountain Power and they 
show electricity use for each meter over time. She is not sure if the department heads see these
bills. 

We discussed the hydro project further, and the potential of using the proceeds to offset the 
town's $24,000/month electricity bills. Jono said that the town would have to buy or lease the 
owner's rights in order to do the project ourselves.

Team Reports

Written reports from the Solar, Transportation, Budget and Web teams are attached. Any 
additional information is noted here.

Solar Team: The solar team sees their primary goal as getting the town to net-zero.

Transportation Team: Chris updated the sidewalk survey and is planning a presentation on 
quantifying walkability at the Sustainability Expo. Laura is coordinating or working on many 
events in the next few months.

Budget Team: The budget team set up a procedure for approving expenditures. They will 
identify grant opportunities, but it will be up to each team to write the grant applications.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:50. Next meeting: Wednesday, May 11, 8:15 am.

Respectfully submitted,
Chris Robbins



Solar Team Sub-Committee Meeting Minutes 
 
Date:  Thursday, March 24th 2016 
Participants:  Jeremy Rathbun, R.J. Adler, Jono Chapin, Howard Widelitz 
 
Overview:  
This was the first sub-committee meeting of the Solar Team.  The objective of this 
meeting was to determine the scope of the solar projects we would like to consider 
for both the near-term and long-term.  There was also discussion of the benefits of 
initiating these projects before the end of the calendar year given the financial 
incentives since the net metering rates will decrease in subsequent years. 
 
The following are the highlights of the meeting not necessarily in the order 
discussed: 
 
Scope 
 With the understanding	  that	  the	  there	  is	  funding	  in	  place	  to	  pursue	  the	  “Beacon	  

Light”	  project,	  the	  focus	  of	  the	  meeting	  was	  on	  the	  larger	  long-term solar 
projects to consider. 

 
 Jeremy suggested we consider a project to completely offset the municipal 

power consumption with solar generated power, in particular a large solar 
array.  The remainder of the discussion focused on how we could go about this 
and other options to fully offset the power  

 
1. Without knowing the amount of power consumed, the thought was the 

power would need to come from multiple sources including rooftop panels 
on municipal buildings. 
- Jeremy was going to look into obtaining the data on the consumption of 

municipal power in Middlebury 
 

2. There was also discussion as to whether we want to consider adding the 
power used to heat the buildings with oil.  Jeremy mentioned it is possible to 
convert BTUs to a kilowatt hour equivalent.  We agreed to focus on the 
current electrical power consumption but consider future needs to support 
the conversion to heat pumps where appropriate. 
 

Financing 
3. Financing a project of this magnitude requires a significant investment.  

Jeremy proposed an option to create a bond fund to finance the project.  
These projects could be sold as being beneficial to the community given the 
significant payback after 5 – 10 years depending on the size of the project.  
R.J. noted that the larger the project, the sooner the payback. 
 



4. We also discussed breaking the project up into smaller projects enabling the 
town to proceed with projects based on available funds. 
 

 
5. Seeking grants to fund these projects is another option we would like to 

pursue.  This is an area we should discuss in more detail since it could have a 
significant impact on how much can be accomplished with these solar 
projects. 

 
Timeframe 
  

6. R.J. emphasized the importance of initiating small residential projects by the end of 
2016 to take advantage of the current solar incentives since they are being reduced 
beginning next year. 
o R.J. also noted the solar incentive is being cut by half- if people are thinking 

about going solar they should look into it sooner rather than later. In order to get 
the 2016 Net Metering Rate the Certificate of Public Good must be filed this year, 
but the system can be built in the first part of next year which  isn’t  much  time in 
the world of construction projects. 

 
Next Steps 
 

7. Identify options for funding these projects. 
 

8. Collect information on current municipal power consumption.   
 

9. Discuss whether we want to have this studied by a third party or an internal 
analysis by the Energy Committee. 
 

10. Bring to full Energy Committee for discussion and feedback. 
 

 



Transportation Team Report
April 12, 2016
Team Members: Laura Asermily, Chris Robbins

We've remained in touch with Nadine who is tabulating data from our Transportation Survey. We 
await her report. Stay posted. 

We've been working on the EV Demo event on Apr 30--publicizing, recruiting, coordinating with 
DriveElectricVT, Zoom Bikes (electric bikes) and Bear Mountain Mowing (electric rider mowers). 

We've been helping with many Middlebury Safe Routes events and initiatives listed in the "Calling All
Cyclists"  attachment (I'll have copies). This was the basis for copy in the upcoming Summer Activity 
Guide and community calendar listings. We need help with activities on Apr 30th.  Nadine will be 
bringing a van to promote GoVT and van pooling and we're bringing a smoothie bike on loan from 
BC/BS of VT and could use help with that. BMP helped with the bike & outdoor gear swap and sale 
flyer (shared on middbikeped) and is loaning us their pop up tent. 

Chris shared her updated sidewalk inventory with Public Works and Planning Commission. 

Laura was recognized with an award for volunteer advocate at the VT Walk/Bike Summit in Rutland 
and invited to present on public safety and starting a safe routes to school program.

Laura arranged for a Middlebury Energy Comm display at the MNFC Spring Festival on Apr 16.

Laura attended the Addison County Walk Bike Council organizational meeting on Apr 12 at ACRPC 
and can share more on this as time permits.

Needless to say, it's been VERY busy on the transportation front!

Submitted by Laura Asermily.



Middlebury Energy Committee
Budget Team meeting
April 7, 2016 at 8:30am

Attendees: Diane Munroe, R.J. Adler, Jason Kaye. Jeremy Rathbun was not in attendance.

This was the first meeting of the Budget Team. We discussed a number of priorities for the Budget Team. 
Since Fiscal Year 2017 will be the first year in many years that the Energy Committee will receive Town-
appropriated funds, we think it is important and necessary to craft accountable processes that administer 
the Committee's finances. Additionally, we reflected on the various ways that funding and financing affect 
many aspects of our work, including within the Energy Committee and in the broader energy economy.

Process for Budget Dispersal Requests

Referencing a process suggested by Laura Asermily, we drafted a process for budget dispersal requests 
that aims to address the needs of oversight without adding undue procedural burdens. The draft is copied 
below:

1. Requests by Energy Committee members for funding in the amount of $50.00 or greater will be 
considered by the Energy Committee as a whole. These funding requests must be approved by a 
majority vote of the Energy Committee, as per the Energy Committee's bylaws (Part IV.A.3.)

2. Requests by Energy Committee members for funding in the amount of less than $50.00 will be 
considered by the Treasurer of the Energy Committee. These funding requests must be approved 
by the Treasurer of the Energy Committee.

3. Requests for funding in any amount must be approved prior to the expenditure of funds for which 
the spender seeks reimbursement. Limited exceptions to this "pre-approval" shall allow for 
reimbursement provided the expenditure is of an urgent nature and is approved by the Energy 
Committee as a whole.

Process for Tracking Revenue and Expenses

Since the Town and its many departments already use some form of accounting toolbox, we thought it 
would be helpful to check with the Town to avoid "re-inventing the wheel." R.J. will inquire further with the 
Town.

Treasurer

We thought of assigning the following two tasks to the Treasurer role:

1. Tracking the Energy Committee's revenue and expenses.
2. Administering all Budget Dispersal Requests.

Additionally, we discussed the possibility of having to seek another committee member to assume the 
Treasurer role if Laura, who is our current Treasurer and also the Selectboard's representative on our 
committee, rotates to another Town committee. 

Grants and Other Funding

In order to be better apprised of grant opportunities available to the Energy Committee, Diane will be 
compiling and maintaining a spreadsheet of these grant opportunities. If you come across a grant 
opportunity, send the details to Diane. 



Although grants can be a significant and helpful source of funding for the Energy Committee, we want to 
seek out additional - and creative! - funding sources. These efforts seem to be very much related to 
outreach and publicity, and some exciting ideas are percolating.



Middlebury Energy Committee
Web Team meeting
April 6, 2016 at 2:00pm

Attendees: Howard Widelitz, Jason Kaye.

This was the first meeting - in a while - of the Web Team. We discussed some ongoing concerns 
surrounding the website and the Energy Committee's web presence.

Website Editability

The current website is not conducive to editing except to those with some technical computer knowledge. 
In order to share tasks and to allow a more easy flow of information from the Energy Committee to the 
public, we think it is best to move the website to a more user-friendly platform. There are a variety of free or
low-cost platforms that allow the average computer user to easily edit and maintain a website, including 
Weebly and Wordpress. We will be evaluating a few of these platforms to find one that is appropriate for 
the Energy Committee.

Website Information

Since the user-friendly web platforms are based on templates, our current website will need to take on a 
different design. Additionally, we would like to add much more content to the website so that it can become 
a useful, engaging and relevant place for information. Howard and Jason will be drafting a new structure for
the content, as well as adding additional components. We will share this draft with the Energy Committee at
an upcoming meeting.

The CFL Picture!

For months now, Laura has repeatedly suggested that the current website replace the photo of the CFL 
lightbulb with a photo that is more current with today's technologies. Howard found a photo that would need
to be purchased for $10. In light of our initiative to move the website to a more user-friendly platform, 
perhaps the CFL photo can remain until we move to the new website.


